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KNOW YOUR RIGHTS 

When your child has been referred for a Special Education evaluation, Federal laws 
and Kansas  law both say that you have rights. 
 
Some of these rights are: 
 

1. The right to be contacted and told what the school plans to do about your 
child’s education program. This must be done BEFORE your child can be TESTED 
or is PLACED in a special education program. 

2. The right to CONSENT. That means the school has to have your permission 
before your child is placed into a special education program. 

3. The right to a FULL EVALUATION of your child's needs. If you don't agree with 
what the school finds, you can have one done outside of school. The school may 
have to pay for it.  

4. The right to see what RECORDS are kept on your child. Records include tests, 
grades, reports, and other information the school has kept on your child.   

5. The right to PRIVACY of information. No one may see your child's records unless 
you give your permission in writing. The only people who do not have to have 
permission in writing are people like your child’s teacher or other school officials 
who are planning your child's education program. 

6. The right to have your child in classes with children who are not in special 
education. This means that as much as possible your   child has the right to be 
with other students who are not in special education. 

7. The right to be a part of your child's IEP meeting and to help develop your child's 
IEP. 

8. The right to have someone help you develop the IEP for your child. This person 
can be another parent, a teacher, a lawyer, or a friend and is called an advocate. 

9. Confidentiality of information is maintained, except in the case of information 
disclosed, which by law, must be reported by mandatory reporters. 
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EVALUATION 
 
What is a comprehensive evaluation and who does it? 
 
A Special Education comprehensive evaluation covers all areas of a child's growth and 
development that might affect learning. Information is gathered about the child's 
intelligence, academic achievement levels, skills in learning and remembering 
information, developmental skills, physical development, emotional development, 
social skills, speech, language, vision, and hearing. This information is gathered through 
testing, observations (made by parents and professionals), and medical history. A team 
of people, which includes the child's teachers, parents, the school nurse, school 
psychologist, and other specialists as needed (speech and language therapist,  
occupational therapist, physical therapist, vocational-transitional specialist, audiologist, 
vision specialist, physicians) gathers the information. 
 
What does the evaluation tell us? 
 
The purpose of the evaluation is to help the parents and the school better 
understand the child. It gives information on the child's strengths and weaknesses, 
how the child learns, how the child gets along with adults and other children, how 
the child feels about himself/herself, and information about any special needs the child 
may have. 
 
Should I tell my child about the evaluation? 
 
You may want to help your child get ready for the evaluation. It is important that your 
child understands that the evaluation is to get more information and a better 
understanding of your child’s functioning, NOT because they are a bad person or a bad 
student. The tests are not something you can pass or fail. They help us to find what 
things are easy for your child to do and what things are hard for your child to do. 
 
If l am a part of the evaluation team, what do I do? 
 
You, as the parent, are an important member of the evaluation team. You will be asked 
to share what you know about your child, because you understand your child better 
than anyone. Some things about your child that you might want to report in your 
evaluation will be how your child grew and developed how your child seems to learn the 
best, what your child thinks about school how you think your child feels about 
themselves, and how  they play with other children outside of school. 
 
Non-Discriminatory Practices 
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Garden City’s community is culturally and linguistically diverse. Therefore, we prioritize 
selecting non-discriminatory practices and procedures to ensure that we are giving fair 
assessments to meet the diverse needs of our students.  

Pre-Assessment 

• Review cumulative file 
• Acquire parent and student input 
• Years of instruction in English vs. native Language  
• Language proficiency assessment results 
• Home Study Report data  
• Home Language Report data 
• Student Assistance Team data 

Selection of Assessments 

In the case of an initial evaluation or reevaluation, all selected assessments must include a 
written report that includes a statement indicating the rationale for why such assessment(s) 
were selected. Additionally, parents must be provided a copy of each assessment report in 
English and in their preferred language.  
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STAFFINGS 
PEOPLE WHO MAY BE AT THE MEETING 

 

School Psychologist- has tested your child's ability to learn and will explain the 
results of the test. 
 

Principal or designated representative- The principal or designated representative may  talk 
about district policy as it relates to special education programs. 
 

Special Education Teacher- will talk about the special education programs your 
child might participate in.  The teacher may also have tested your child to find 
your child’s strengths and weaknesses. If so, the special education teacher will 
talk about what the tests show. 
 

Classroom Teacher- is one of your child's teacher. They will talk about what classroom 
work your child can and cannot do. They will also talk about what things they have 
done to help your child. 
 

WHO ELSE MIGHT BE AT THE MEETING? 
 
School Counselor- can help children and families help with personal problems. They 
may help children improve their self-concepts. Counselors may also help plan 
schedules, provide social-emotional support, and locate community services. 
 
Speech therapist- if your child is suspected of not being able to make certain sounds 
or is having trouble understanding or saying words and/or sentences, the speech 
therapist will test him/her. At the meeting, the speech therapist will talk about what 
the tests showed. They will be at the meeting only if you child needs help in these 
areas. 
 

Audiologist- if your child is suspected of having a hearing problem, the audiologist 
will test their hearing capabilities.  
 
Physical Therapist- will talk about how to develop muscle strength and how to 
move muscles, arms and legs. They will be at the meeting only if you child needs 
help in these areas. 
 
Occupational Therapist- will talk about developing use of hands and fingers, 
coordination of small motor movement, and self-help skills. They will be at the meeting 
only if you child needs help in these areas. 

Adaptive Physical Education Teacher- will talk about adjustments made in the Physical Education 
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program to meet the needs and abilities of exceptional students. They will be at the meeting 
only if you child needs help in these areas. 

School Nurse- May attend the staffing if your child has unique medical needs. The School nurse 
will test your child’s vision and hearing capabilities.  

DISTRICT SPECIAL EDUCATION STAFFING MEETING 
 
What happens once the evaluation is done? 
 
After the evaluation is done, you will be invited to an Eligibility Meeting at your child's 
school. Please call the school or the Special Education Department at the Education 
Service Center at 805-7140 as soon as possible, if the meeting needs to be changed to 
a different time in order for you to attend. It is very important for you to be an active 
member of the evaluation and this meeting. 
 
Can I bring someone with me to the meeting? 
 
Yes, you are welcome to bring someone with you to counsel you or just to be with 
you for moral support. Sometimes there are many people at the meetings, but 
remember that   you have good information to share with the others, and you are the 
expert on your child. The others, just like you, are there to share what they have learned 
about your child. 
 
What will we do at this meeting? 
 
First, everyone, including you, will share information that they have from the 
evaluation of your child. This is very exciting because everyone will get a better 
understanding of your child. It is also a time when you and the others will be able to 
share any concerns you have about your child’s school performance. 
 
Second, the team will identify your child's needs. The needs will be looked at in 
many different areas. For example, your child may be doing well in the area of math, 
but they shows a need for improving their reading skills. They needs to begin to 
identify letters and be able to make their sounds. Another example of a need would 
be if your child is physically handicapped and cannot go upstairs. They would need 
to have all of their  activities and classes in places where they would not have to go 
upstairs or have access to an elevator. 
 
Third, after the needs are identified, the educational team will determine whether your 
child has a disability and shows a need for Special Education services.  
 
Fourth, if the team agrees that your child does not require Special Education services, 
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they will not receive any services provided by special education. The team will 
suggest activities, programs and ways of working with your child that can be 
provided through regular education and that will make their schooling more 
successful and beneficial. The team may also suggest services that may be provided 
outside your school within the community.  The regular education staff and parents 
will have a better understanding of your child and their needs as a result of this 
meeting. 
 
Fifth, if the team agrees that your child shows a need for Special Education services and 
has a disability, they will go on to talk about the disability and their need for special 
services provided through special education. 
 
What is a disability? 
 
The federal and state government recognizes certain conditions that may limit a child 
in learning in the regular education setting. The law says that every child, no matter 
what the disability, has the right to free, appropriate public education. The child also 
has the right to receive special education services to meet their needs. 
 
How will my child’s needs be met and how will they program be different? 
 
Once the team decides that your child has a disability and needs some special 
services, they will write an Individual Education Program.  This Individual Education 
Program, called an IEP, will be based on your child' s special needs. 
 
Parents are important 
You know your child better than anyone else! 
 
You have an important role in planning your child's education. As a parent, you are a 
member of team responsible for planning your child's individualized education 
program (IEP). 
 
What is an IEP? 
 
An IEP is a plan written by a team of people that states what will be provided for your 
child at school. 
 
The plan will include: 

• What your child has accomplished up to this point in school. 
• The goal of what your child will accomplish by the end of the IEP period. 
• Services that will be provided for your child 
• Who will work with your child. 
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• Where and when services will be provided. 
• A plan to evaluate your child' s progress. 

 
Who should be at the meeting to write the IEP? 
 

• Parent/Legal Guardian/Educational Advocate 
• Classroom teacher 
• Special Education Teacher 
• Principal or designated school representative 
• Testing evaluator (if this is the first time your child has been tested or a three- 

year re-evaluation) 
• And if appropriate to your child, a counselor, a nurse, a speech therapist, an 

occupational therapist, and a social worker. 
 
What happens at the meeting to write the IEP? 
 
You and other members of the team share information about your child 's needs. Using 
this information, the team writes year-long goals and short-term objectives. These are 
the team's best estimate of what your child will accomplish. The team then lists the 
services and personnel that will help your child reach these goals and objectives. 
 
How often does the team meet? 
 
After the team writes the IEP, they must meet at least once a year to review the plan. 
Progress reports will be made on a regular basis and Parent-Teacher conferences can 
be requested when necessary. 
 
Where are the meetings held? 
 
The meetings are usually held at the school your child attends, but arrangements may 
be made to meet somewhere else, if necessary. 
 
Checklist for parents 
Before the IEP meeting 

• Be prepared to share information about your child’s behavior at home, such as 
responsibilities, favorite pastime, dislikes, typical daily schedule, and interaction 
with others. 

• Make out a list of questions that you want to ask school personnel regarding 
your child’s needs. 

• Make a list of some thoughts to share at the IEP meeting regarding your child’s 
needs and expectations. 
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• Make a list of suggestions that you might like to see written into your child's 
educational plan. 

 
Record keeping of the meeting 

• Keep all of your child's records together in one place - a large folder or file 
cabinet. 

• Record each action you take when requesting special education services for 
your child. 

• Keep copies of all correspondence between you and the school - all IEP's, 
update reports and evaluations. 

• Ask for dates by which changes will be made, ·written responses will be sent, or 
a specific action will be taken. 

 
IEP meeting 
Sample agenda 

1.  Introduction of team members. 
2. Explanation of purpose of meeting. 
3. Summary of student's history: 

a. Why the student was referred. 
b. School services the student is receiving. 
c. Special health problems 
d. Other agencies student has been referred to. 
e. If appropriate, summary of student's developmental history. 

4.  Summary of evaluation results (what the test results indicate the student can 
or can't do). 

 
Decision about whether or not the child needs special education, if not the meeting will 
end.  If yes, continue with steps 5-11 
 

5. Writing the IEP: 
a. Current levels of educational performance. 
b. Goals of the: Student, Parents & Others 
c. Objectives and evaluation procedures. 
d. Extent of participation in regular programs. 
e. Dates when services will begin and end (indicate how long the child is 

expected to remain in the program). 
f. Assignments of who is responsible to carry out certain parts of the plan. 

6.  Writing the Transition Plan: 
If you child is 14 years old or older, the team will begin to consider what steps need to 
be taken to make a smooth transition· from high school to "after high school" and what 
community agencies could assist in the process. 
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7.  Recommended placement 

Where the student could best be taught, the goals and objectives listed on the IEP and 
receive necessary related services. 

8.  Assignment of teacher of record. 
9.  Questions, concerns, additions and summary. 
10.   Signing of forms. 
11.   Adjournment.  

Parents have active role in transition 
The reauthorization of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) requires 
that transition plans be written for all students in special education. Transition planning 
is now an important part of the IEP process, so parents will need to give even more 
thought to the role they play in planning for their child's move from school into the 
world of work and adult living.  Here are some suggestions for parent involvement 
offered by Donn E. Brolin of the University of Missouri-Columbia: 

• Understand exactly what is meant by the term transition and how your school 
is addressing this need. 

• Participate in and reinforce the transitional activities that your child is 
experiencing in the classroom and in community-based training. 

• Be sure that your child's IEP contains a sufficient number of transition 
objectives, beginning in the elementary years and continuing through middle 
and high school. 

• Help your child develop good work habits and behaviors and the self-confidence 
needed to succeed on the job. 

• Be sure the school is allocating enough time to the transitional needs of your 
child. Encourage local employers to consider providing training sites for 
students in vocational programs. 

• Promote the hiring of individuals with disabilities by local businesses.   
• Set an example yourself by hiring persons with disabilities in your business.  
• Become well versed in legislation and services that affect transition from high 

school. Volunteer time to work with your child's transitional program. 
• Join a parent support group that discusses transition issues. 
• Promote an understanding of the need for students with disabilities to acquire 

functional and self- help skills. 
• Connections of family and friends often provide the best means for transition 

for young adults with disabilities.  Nurture and promote these connections. 
• See transition planning as a family responsibility and work cooperatively and 

actively with school staff to make your child's transition a success. 
 
Questionnaire 
The following questions will help you think about the services your son or daughter will 
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need after leaving the public schools. Your answer to these questions will help you 
planning and locating services for your son or daughter. 

1. Your child's age, grade, graduation date (if known) 
2. What are your current post school plans for your son or daughter? 

Residential (where he/she will live): 
• Live at home  
• Apartment with support  
• Group Home  
• Independent  
• Other 

Vocational (what type of work; where)  
• No plans  
• sheltered workshop  
• Community sheltered 
• Community competitive Further training (specific type)  
• Transportation Assistance 

3. What post school placements/services may be needed by your son or daughter?  
• Community colleges 
• Vocational technical schools 
•  Private employment agencies 
•  Employment security 
• Dept. of Health and SRS 
• Dept. of Vocational Rehabilitation (DVR) 
• Social Security Administration (SSA) 
• United Cerebral Palsy  
• Other (specify)_ 

4.  Will your son or daughter require support in independent living?  
• Skills training 
• Emotional Support  
• Financial Support 

5. Will your son or daughter require assistance in the areas of leisure/recreation 
• Locating appropriate programs  
• Transportation 
• Emotional support 

6. What social/legal services will your son or daughter require? 
• Guardianship 
• Taking care of self 
• Verbal/physical abuse by others 

7. What could school district staff do to assist you in planning for your son or 
daughter's post school needs? 
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Source: Transition! School to community: A Guide for Transition Planning, George Washington 
University 

 

 

 

RELATED SERVICES 

U.S.D. 457 Special Education Services employs a team of specialists/supports that help provide 
and support special education services throughout the district. A general description of the 
roles of these specialists/supports is provided below. 

School Psychologist: The school psychologist is a member of the comprehensive evaluation 
team. He/She is trained to do assessment (testing and observation), counseling, and 
consultation (with students, school staff; and parents). 

Speech Pathologist: The speech and language specialist is a member of the comprehensive 
evaluation team and provides direct and consultative speech and language needs. 

Audiologist: The audiologist provides services in the area of prevention, detection, and 
rehabilitation of hearing loss. He/She assists the health service program in maintaining an 
audiometric school-screening program. He/She provides evaluation for possible hearing 
impaired students and provides counseling and consultation to the student, parent, teachers, 
and school staff. 

Vision Specialist: The vision specialist provides services in the areas of prevention, detection, 
and rehabilitation of vision loss. 

Orientation/Mobility Specialist: The orientation/mobility specialist provides support for 
students needing training in mobility and accessing the school and community environment. 

Occupational Therapist: The occupational Therapist may provide evaluation information with 
regards to a child’s development in the areas of visual perceptual skills and fine motor skills.  
He/She may also provide direct therapy or consultative services to those students 
demonstrating significant needs in these areas.   

Physical Therapist: The physical therapist may provide evaluation information with regard to a 
child's muscle development strength, and movement abilities. He/She may also provide direct 
therapy or consultative services to those students with significant needs in these areas. 

Adaptive Physical Education Teacher: The APE teacher provides additional supports for 
students needing accommodations or modifications in the PE classes. He/she may provide 
direct services to students with significant needs in this area. 
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Assistive Technology: The district provides low to high tech devices for students needing this 
support to access the curriculum. 

Teacher of Deaf and Hard of Hearing: The teacher of Deaf and Hard of Hearing may provide an 
evaluation if your child has a substantial hearing loss. They provide services in the areas of 
prevention, detection, and rehabilitation of hearing loss. 

Social Worker: The Social Worker may provide evaluation information with regards to your 
child’s behavior and social-emotional skills. They may also provide direct services or 
consultative services to those students with significant behavioral and social-emotional needs. 

 

 

 

Appointment of Education Advocates /Surrogate Parents 

Summary 

In Kansas, the law recognizes that not all children have an available parent and that these 
children need to be represented when educational decision are being made on their behalf. In 
such circumstances, a qualified person, known as an "education advocate", is appointed to act 
in the absence of a parent in all special education actions and related activities. According to 
K.S.A. 38-J513a: 

When a child is in the custody of Department of Children and Family Services (DCF), they will 
notify the state board of education and the school district that the child is in need of an 
education advocate. As soon as possible after this notification, the State Board of Education 
shall appoint an education advocate for the child. All rights afforded to the lawful custodian of 
an exceptional child under State and Federal law shall be afforded to the education advocate. 

Frequently used acronyms 

APE Adaptive Physical Ed   LD Learning Disability  

ADD Attention Deficit Disorder  LEA Local Education Agency 

AM Autism     CA Chronological Age  

CP Cerebral Palsy    ED Emotionally Disturbed  

HI Hearing Impaired    VI Visual Impaired  

PT Physical Therapy     SL Speech Language 

MD Multiple Disabilities    SPED Special Education 

LRE Least Restrictive Environment   DD  Developmental Delayed 
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OH Other Health Impaired    OT Occupational Therapy  

PL Public Law     VR Vocational Rehabilitation  

SEA State Education Agency    ID Intellectual Disability 

TBI Traumatic Brain Injury    DB Deaf/Blindness 

SRS Social Rehabilitation Services   IEP Individualized Education Program  

SSI Supplemental Security Income         FAPE  Free Appropriate Public Education 

IDEA Individuals w/ Disabilities Education Act 

KSBE Kansas State Board of Education            SAT Student Assistance Team 

VO Vocational Objectives, Vocational Services 

CWC  Class-within-Class Services  Pre ETS Pre-Employment Transition Services 

Exceptional children’s conditions 

"Exceptional children" shall mean those persons between the ages of three and twenty one 
who are in need of Special Education services because of specific conditions. The descriptions 
below are only summaries that do not include the specific criteria or determining if a child is 
exceptional. 

Autism: A developmental disability significantly affecting verbal and nonverbal communication 
and social interaction, generally evident before age three but not necessarily so, that adversely 
affects a child's educational performance. 

Deaf-Blindness: The combination of hearing and, visual impairments that causes such severe 
communication and other developmental and education needs that they cannot be 
accommodated in special education programs solely for the hearing impaired or the visually 
impaired. 

Developmentally Delayed: A delay in one or more areas which may affect physical 
development, vision, hearing, cognition, concept development language, speech, gross fine 
motor skills, social-emotional development and adaptive self-help skills. 

Emotional Disturbance: A condition exhibiting one or more of specific emotional issues over a 
long period of time and to a marked degree that adversely affects a child's educational 
performance. 

Giftedness: Performing or demonstrating the potential for performing at significantly higher 
levels of accomplishment in one or more academic fields due to intellectual ability, when 
compared to others of similar age, experience and environment. 
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Hearing Impairment: A deficiency in hearing acuity, sufficient to affect the ability to 
communicate with others where, even with the help of amplification, the child requires 
assistance or medications in order to communicate, function, and learn. 

Intellectual Disability: Significantly sub average general intellectual functioning, existing 
concurrently with deficits in adaptive behavior mid manifested during the developmental 
period, which adversely affects a child's educational performance 

Specific Learning Disability: A disorder in one or more of the basic psychological processes 
involved in understanding or using language, spoken or written, that may manifest itself in an 
imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write, spell or do mathematical calculations. 

Multiple Disabilities: Any combination of the following disabilities that is severe enough in 
nature to affect significantly the student’s ability to function and learn: vision, bearing, and 
significantly limited intellectual capacity, emotional/behavioral, perceptual- communicative and 
physical impairment 

Other Health Impaired: Impaired ability to participate in the regular classroom because of 
medical, orthopedic, neurological and/or sustained illness or crippling conditions. 

Orthopedic Impaired: A severe orthopedic impairment that adversely affects a child’s 
educational performance. 

Speech/Language Impairment: A speech deficiency, which interferes with communication, or 
causes undesirable or inappropriate behavior. This may include articulation, fluency, voice 
disorders, or delayed speech/language development. 

Traumatic Brain Injury: An acquired injury to the brain, caused by an external physical force, 
resulting in total or partial functional disability or psychosocial impairment or both, that 
adversely affects a child’s educational performance 

Vision Impairment: A deficiency in visual acuity where, even with the use of lenses or 
corrective devices, the child requires assistance or modification in order to function and learn. 

Parent's dictionary of terms used in special education 

The following definitions have been compiled from a variety of sources. The contents of this 
dictionary do not necessarily represent definition endorsed by the U.S. Dept. of Education. 

Academic Achievement: acquired skills and knowledge usually measured by standardized tests 
in the major subject areas of math, reading and spelling. A child's performance may he 
compared to others in his/her grade or others of the same age. 

Adaptive Behavior: the effectiveness or degree to which a person meets the standards of 
personal independence and social responsibility expected for age and cultural group. The three 
areas of Adaptive Behavior include Conceptual Domain, Social Domain, and Practical Domain. 
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ADA: the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. The Act of Congress which protects the rights 
of persons with disabilities. 

Amendment: a change, revision, or addition made to an IEP with parent consent not requiring 
an IEP meeting 

Appeal: a written request for a change in a decision; also, to make such a request. 

Appropriate: able to meet a need; suitable or fitting; in special education, it usually means the 
most normal setting possible. 

Articulation: movements of vocal system that result in the production of speech sounds and 
words. 

Assessment: a collecting and bringing together of information about a child' s learning needs, 
which may include social, psychological, and education evaluations used to determine 
assignment to special programs or services; a process using observation, testing, and test 
analysis to determine an individual's strengths and weaknesses to plan his or her educational 
services. 

Comprehensive Evaluation Team: a team of people from different areas of expertise who 
observe and test a child to find out his or her strengths and weaknesses. 

Assistive Technology:   Device:   any   item, piece of equipment, or product system (acquired   
commercially, modified, or customized),   which   increase, maintains, or improves functional 
capabilities. 

Attention Deficit Disorders (ADD): a medical diagnosis which may be given to a child who 
demonstrates significant difficulties in his/her attention span, a high degree of impulsiveness, 
and a high degree of motor movement. 

At Risk: a term used with children who have, or could have, problems with their development 
that may affect later learning. 

Behavior Management Plan: a procedure developed and implemented on a consistent basis in 
order to build functional behaviors and/or decrease inappropriate behaviors. The resulting 
procedures should be data based with and evaluation component used to measure the 
effectiveness of the procedures. 

Class Within A Class (CWC): students who are in general education classrooms are provided 
with support from special education staff 

Cognitive: a term that describes the process people use for remembering, reasoning, 
understanding and using judgment. 

Confidentiality: the assurance that information contained in special education school records 
will not be released without the permission of the parent or according to district policy. 
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Congenital Condition: condition present at birth. 

Counseling: advice or help given by someone qualified to give such advice or help. 

Developmental: having to do with the steps or stages in growth and development before the 
age of 21. 

Due Process (procedure): action that protects a person's rights; in special education, this 
applies to action taken to protect the educational rights of students with disabilities. 

Early Childhood Specialist: someone who specializes in early childhood development, usually 
having a Master's degree in an area related to early childhood education and/or development 

Early Intervention Services or Programs: programs or services designed   to identify and treat a 
developmental program as early as possible. 

Educational Advocate:  someone who  takes  action to help  someone  else with educational 
decisions. 

Eligible: able to qualify. 

Evaluation: (applies to school-age children); a way of collecting information about a student' s 
learning needs, strengths, and interests; the evaluation is part of the process of determining 
whether a student qualifies for special education programs and services. 

Fine Motor: small muscle activity. Small movements such as writing and cutting. 

Free Appropriate Public Education (often referred to as FAPE): one of the key requirements of 
Public Law 94-141, which requires that an education program be provided for all school-aged 
children (regardless of disability) without cost to families; the exact requirements of 
"appropriate" are not defined but other references within the law imply the most "normal" 
setting available. 

Gross Motor: large muscle activity. Coordination of large muscles in a purposeful manner such 
as walking and jumping. 

Handicap: the result of any physical or mental condition that affects or prevents one's ability to 
develop, achieve and/or function in an educational setting at a normal rate. 

IDEA-R: Individuals with Disabilities Education Act-Revised. The law which provides educational 
services to persons with disabilities. 

Independent Educational Evaluation: an evaluation conducted by a qualified examiner who is 
employed by the public agency responsible for the education of the child in question. 

Individualized Education Program (IEP): a written education plan for a school-aged child with 
disabilities developed by a team of professionals (teachers, therapists, etc.) and the child's 
parents.  It is reviewed and updated yearly and describes how the child is presently doing, what 
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the child's learning needs are, and what services the child will need (for children ages 0-2 years, 
the IFSP is used). 

IEP-TP (Transition Plan): a plan that includes a coordinated set of activities which promote 
efficient and meaningful movement from school to post-school activities, which may include 
post secondary education, vocational training, employment independent living, community 
participation, daily living skills, and functional vocational evaluation. 

Least Restrictive Environment (LRE):   an educational setting or program that provides a 
student with handicaps the chance to work and learn to the best of his or her ability; it also 
provides the student with as much contact as possible with children without handicaps, while 
meeting all of the child's learning needs and physical requirements. 

Measurable Annual Goals: statements that describe what the student will learn in the 
upcoming year. (Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Amendments of 1997). 

Mediation: a voluntary process/procedure conducted by a qualified and impartial mediator to 
resolve disputes, Mediation does not deny parents' rights to a due process hearing. 

Occupational Therapy: a therapy or treatment provided an occupational therapist that helps an 
individual develop mental or physical skills that will aid in daily living; it focuses on the use of 
hands and fingers; on coordination of movement; and on self-help skills, such as dressing, 
eating with a fork and spoon., etc. 

Parent Liaison: a person who assists parents with special education procedures, medical care 
forms, SSI forms, and interpreting. They also conduct workshops on various topics for parents. 

Physical Therapy: treatment of (physical) disabilities by a trained physical therapist (under 
doctor' s orders) that includes the use of massage, exercise, etc. to help the person improve the 
use of bones, muscles, joints and nerves. 

Placement: the classroom, program, and/or therapy that is selected for a student with special 
needs. 

Positive Behavioral Interventions: non-aversive procedures to aid in building: functional 
behaviors, which may include such things as Life Space interview, Applied Behavior Analysis, 
Counseling and contracting the interventions; should be designed to build self-esteem in the 
child and not dwell upon negative behaviors. The interventions may be as simple as changing 
the length of an assignment or using peer coaches to aid in the instructional process. 

Psycho-Social Development: the psychological development of a person in relation to his/her 
social environment 

Public Law (P.L.) 94-142: a law passed in 1975 requiring that public schools provide a "free, 
appropriate public education" to school-aged children ages 3-21 (exact ages depend on your 
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state's mandate), regardless of handicapping condition; (also called the Education for All 
Handicapped Children Act). 

Public Law (P,L.) 99-457: an amendment to P.L. 94-142 in 1986 which requires states and 
territories to provide a "free appropriate public education" to all children ages 3-5 by school 
year 1991-1992, and provides funds for states and territories to offer programs and services to 
infants and children (ages birth through 2 years) with handicaps. 

Related Services: transportation and developmental, corrective, and other support that a child 
with handicaps requires in order to benefit from special education; examples of related services 
include: speech therapy and audiology, psychological services, physical and occupational 
therapy, recreation, counseling services, interpreters for the hearing impaired, and medical 
services for diagnostic and evaluation purposes. 

School Psychologist: a specialist in the field of school psychology. School psychologists are 
uniquely qualified members of school teams that support students' ability to learn and 
teachers' ability to teach. They apply expertise in mental health, learning, and behavior, to help 
children and youth succeed academically, socially, behaviorally, and emotionally. School 
psychologists collaborate with families, teachers, school administrators, and other professionals 
to create safe, healthy, and supportive learning environments that strengthen connections 
between home, school, and the community. 

Section 504: prohibits discrimination against handicapped persons by school districts receiving 
federal financial assistance. 

Special Education Director: the person in charge of special education programs at 'the school, 
district, or state level. 

Staffing: a meeting between parents, educators and other personnel directly involved with the 
student's educational needs. 

Special Education Programs/Services: programs, services, or specially designed instruction 
(offered at no cost to families) for children over 3 years old with special needs who are found 
eligible for such services; these include special leaning methods or materials in the regular 
classroom special classes and programs if the learning or physical problems are serious. 

Special Needs: (as in "special needs" child) a term to describe a child who has disabilities or is at 
risk for developing disabilities who requires special service or treatment in order to progress. 

Speech/Language: a planned program to improve and correct speech and/or language or 
communication problems in people who were not thought to be able to improve without such 
help. 

Traumatic Brain Injury: Brain dysfunction caused by an outside force, usually a violent blow to 
the head. 
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Visual-Motor Coordination: the ability to coordinate fine and gross muscles required in eye-
hand tasks. 

Visual Perception: the identification, organization and interpretation of data through the eyes. 

Work-Study: on-the-job training of students to assist them in acquiring desirable job skills, 
attitudes and habits. 

Vocational Education: a program designed to prepare students for employment in an 
occupational field. 
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